INTRODUCTION
Trace languages have been introduced by Mazurkiewicz [18] and have been widely studied in the context of the behaviour of concurrent processes. Trace languages are subsets of free partially commutative monoids for which interesting décision problems have been analyzed. In particular, given a class C of trace languages the Inclusion (Equivalence) Problem for C consists of deciding whether for Li, L2 G C it holds Li Ç ^2(^1 -L%).
It is immédiate to see that the Equivalence Problem is reducible to the Inclusion Problem for every class C since Li = L2 iff Li Ç L 2 and L2 Ç Li. So, if Inclusion is decidable then Equivalence is decidable too. Moreover, if a class C is closed under union then both the problems are either decidable or undecidable since Li Ç L 2 iff Li U L2 = £2-In this paper we deal with particular subclasses of the class Rat(E,C) of rational trace languages, a class that has been widely studied and for which many results are known. In particular, using a technique due to Ibarra ([15] ), in [1] , [13] it is shown that the Equivalence Problem is undecidable for Rat(S, C) with the commutation relation a A c . On the other side, when C is transitive the Inclusion Problem turns out to be decidable ( [4] ). We also recall that the Equivalence Problem is decidable for the subclass of unambiguous rational trace languages with arbitrary commutation relation ( [21] ), and that for the same class the Inclusion Problem is undecidable for the commutation relation gD£ ( [7] ).
The main resuit we present hère is the decidability of the Inclusion Problem for the class i?FiN(£>C) of finitely ambiguous rational trace languages over an alphabet £ = A U B with the commutation relation C = (ixSuSx i)\/. As a conséquence, we have that the Equivalence Problem for J?FIN(2, C) is decidable since this class is closed under union.
We follow a technique used in [6] , where the Equivalence Problem is shown to be decidable for a class C of recursive languages that is cholonomic and c-closed under intersection (i.e. the éléments of C admit holonomic generating functions, finite computable spécifications, and their intersection is in C with a spécification computed in a finite time). Hence, given two trace languages T\, T2 G i^FlN^C) we reduce the problem of deciding whether T\ Ç T2 to the problem of verifying the following relation bet ween generating functions:
By showing that these generating functions are holonomic it turns out that the Inclusion Problem for J?FIN(S, C) is reduced to the Equivalence Problem for holonomic functions that is well known to be decidable (see for instance [22] ).
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2, 3 provide us with basic définitions about trace languages, generating functions and formai series. In section 4 we present examples of rational trace languages with generating functions that are not holonomic. Section 5 proves that for an alphabet T, -AUB and a commutation relation C = (4xEuExA)\I languages in ,RFIN(S,C) admit holonomic generating functions. Section 6 states the decidability of the Inclusion Problem for JRFIN (2,C) under the previous assumptions on S and C. Section 7 gives us important results about the parallel complexity of a set of problems regarding the class i?FiN(2, C): the Inclusion Problem (in the case of fixed degree of ambiguity), the Generating Function Problem (i.e. the problem of finding a differential équation for the generating function) and the Initial Conditions Problem (i.e. the problem of finding a suitable set of initial conditions for the differential équation satisfied by the generating function of a language). It is shown that ail of these problems can be efficiently solved in parallel with boolean circuits of depth O(log 2 n). We also prove that, unless P = NP, there exists no sequential algorithm that solves the Inclusion Problem for R^i^ÇE^C) in polynomial time w.r.t. the ambiguity degree.
TRACE LANGUAGES AND GENERATING FUNCTIONS
Let S -{ai,... , a n }, be a finite alphabet and S* be the free monoid generated by 5]. A communication relation on E is an irreflexive and simmetric relation C Ç S x S. We dénote by F(E, C) the free partially commutative monoid S*/'pc where pc Ç E* x S* is the congruence generated by C. The following examples define two f.p.c. monoids that are of particular interest for the results we present later. EXAMPLE 1: Let be £4 = {ai,...,0-4} and C4 = Jjü^. Then F(£ 4 ,C 4 ) -{ai,a 3 }* x {a 2; a 4 }*.
EXAMPLE 2: Let be E 3 = {ai ,a 2 ,cr 3 } and P 3 = ai A a3 . Then i^(E 3 ,P 3 ) = {ai,a 3 }* x {a 2 }*.
We call trace an element of a free partially commutative monoid F(£, C). A trace t can be interpreted as an équivalence set of words: given a string w G S* we dénote by [w] the équivalence class of w (i.e. the trace generated by w) and by \w\ its length. Given a symbol a, we indicate by w\ a the number of occurrences of a in w.
A trace language is a subset of F(S, C); given a language L Ç S* and a commutation relation C the trace language generated by L is
A trace language T Ç F(S,C) is rational iff it is generated by a regular language LÇE*. We dénote by Rat(E, C) the set of rational trace languages on DÉFINITION 1: A trace language T G RatÇE,C) is of ambiguity degree h ü w generated by a regular language L Ç S* such that vol. 32, n° 1-2-3, 1998 We dénote by i?fc(E,C) the class of trace languages in Rat(£,C) with ambiguity degree k. DÉFINITION 
2:
The class JRFIN(S,C) offinitely ambiguous rational trace languages on F(Yt } C) is A language T in i2i(£, C) is said unambiguous. A language T G i2fc(X, C) that does not belong to i2fc__i (£, C) is said inherently ambiguous of degree /c, while a language T G Rat(E, C) that is not in i?piN(S, C) is said inherently infinitely ambiguous.
In [3] it has been shown that if the relation C is not transitive the following inclusions are proper: can t> e interpreted as a function that is analytic in a neighbourhood of the origin (see for instance [14] chapter 2). This notion is immediately extended to trace languages. Generating functions can be used in our context for two kinds of problems:
• To décide whether a given language belongs to a given class • To state inclusion between two languages in a given class The most famous resuit in the first direction is the old theorem of Schützenberger ( [8] ) that states that unambiguous context free languages admit algebraic generating functions. A direct application of this resuit let us to prove that a context free language is inherently ambiguous by showing that its generating function is not algebraic (see for instance [10] ). Analogously, we can prove that a rational trace language is ambiguous by showing that its generating function in not rational. In f act, languages in i£i(£, C) admit rational generating fonctions since it is known that if L Ç E* is a regular language the generating function 4>L{%) is a rational function. 
is algebraic but not rational, T is not unambiguous.
In section 5 we prove that for certain commutation relations C trace languages in /?FIN(S,C) admit holonomic generating functions. Thus, the previous approach can be used for proving that certain rational trace languages are inherently infinitely ambiguous; it also let us to design a décision algorithm for the Inclusion Problem for certain classes of trace languages (see section 6).
FORMAL SERIES
In this section, for the sake of completeness, we recall some basic notions on formai series in noncommutative and commutative variables.
Given a commutative ring K, a formai series ip in noncommutative variables £ is a function ip : £* \-> K; the support of ip is the language {w E %*\ip(w) / 0}. A series ip is called proper if ip(e) = 0, where e is the empty word. We dénote by K((£)) the ring of formai series with the following opérations:
Besides the previous opérations we also consider the Hadamard product and the star opération:
• Star (defined for proper series): <f>* = J2n>o Î mportant subsets of K{{£)) are the ring K{£) of polynomials (i.e. formai series with finite support) and the ring of rational series. DÉFINITION 
4:
The ring of rational formai series is the smallest subring of K{{£)) containing K{£) and closed under *.
Let K nxn be the monoid ofnxn matrices on K with the usual product. A formai series <j> E K({£)) is called recognizable if there exist an integer n > 1, a morphism of monoids \i : £* i -> K nxn and two matrices rj E K lxn , 7T E K nxl , such that for ail w E E* it holds <f>{w) = r]fj,(w)ir. A resuit by Schützenberger [20] is the following: PROPOSITION 
: A series is recognizable iff it is rational
We recall that the class of rational formai series is closed under Hadamard product. In fact, denoting by <g> the usual Kronecker product between matrices, it holds: [19] for a définition of algebraic séries). Thus, we have the following inclusions
We also make use of the following simple resuit about holonomic series:
be a holonomic series that is not a polynomiaL Then there are two integer s d, n s.t.for each integer n >n there exists an integer j < d s.L a n +j ^ 0.
Proof: By définition, <j>{x) satisfies a differential équation 0<j<b Then, for n > a the following différence équation holds
This implies that there exist d < (a + 6) and polynomials qo(n),..., s.t. &* ^ 0 and qd{n)a n = Thus, for a suitable large n, we have that ç^(n) / 0 for every n>n. Now, if ay = ay+i = • • • = ay + d-i = 0 for some j > n then a n = 0 for every n > j and the series <£ turns out to be a polynomial.
•
LANGÜAGES WITH NONHOLONOMIC GENERATING FUNCTION
In this section we exhibit rational trace languages in ^2(^4,(74) and Rat(E3,P3) with generating fonctions that are not holonomic. First of all we recall the following problem:
Instance: a couple {(x,y), S) where x, y G S* and S C S* x S* is a finite set, S = {(xi,7/i),...,(x m; 7/ m )}.
Question: Does a séquence ii,... ,i n , 1 < ij^ < m, exist s.t.
The first resuit we give is the following:
THEOREM 2: There exist languages in R^fJ^^^C^) with nonholonomic generating function.
Proof: Let £1 = {jj, a, 6, s} be an alphabet. We consider the RPC Problem for the instance It is easy to show that there is an infinité set of solutions corresponding to the words Now, given a new alphabet £2 = {#i,..., X7} we consider two unambiguous trace languages Ti, T2 G i?i(£,C) (with £ = Ei U £2 and C = £1 x £ 2 U £ 2 x £1) defined as
x §ba
The intersection Ti n T 2 is the language {[ri]^,..., [r n } Pc ,...} with r n = a n p n , for a suitable a n G £ 2 with |a n [ < |an+i|. It is easy to observe that |r n _|_i| -|r n | = ft(n) and this implies that the generating function of T\ n T2, (f>T 1 S not holonomic. From the language Ti U T2, by coding symbols of £1 with a prefix code over {0-1,(73} and symbols of £2 with a prefix code over {crç,c^}, we obtain a trace language in ^(Eé,^) having nonholonomic generating function.
• The technique used in the proof of the above theorem is also at the basis of the following resuit. Once again, we can use a prefix code over {ai,a$} to encode the symbols 1,... ,6,(t,a, 6, 5. Thus we obtain a rational language A^ E whose generating function is not holonomic.
HOLONOMIC FUNCTIONS AND
In this section we prove that languages in ^FINC^C) admit holonomic generating functions if E = A UB and C = (A x E U E x A)\I.
THEOREM 4: Let us consider an alphabet E = A\AB, a commutation relation C = (.AxEuEx A)\I and a trace language T in ,RFIN(E, C). Then the generating function 4>T{%) is holonomic.
Proof: W.l.o.g. we consider A -{a,b} and B = {c,d}. Let T be a trace language generated by a regular language L Ç {a,6,c, d}* with ambiguity degree h and let (E = {a,6,c, d}, Q = {<?i,... ,Çn}, S : QxSi->Q,gi,FÇQ)bea finite state automaton accepting L. The linear représentation of the automaton is given by ( It is easily shown that the generating function of T can be obtained by applying the substitution a, 6 i -> t to the holonomic function ^i<?7?<Ĉ m^m-By proposition 3 we conclude that the generating function of T is holonomic.
• An application of the previous theorem leads us to the following: COROLLARY 1: i? FIN (£ 3î P 3 ) C Proof: The rational trace language A^ exhibited in th. 3 has a generating function that is not holonomic, hence it is inherently infinitely ambiguous.H
THE INCLUSION PROBLEM FOR R Fm (T>,C)
In this section we study the Inclusion Problem for languages in JRFIN(S,C), formally described as follows: Problem In(FIN,E,C) (Inclusion for languages in i?FiN(S,C)) Instance: an integer k and two deterministic finite state automata Mi, Mâ ccepting languages Li,L2 Ç S* s.t.
v^ G E* jt(H Pc n Li) < fc, B(H Pc n L 2 ) < fc We know that for unambiguous languages in i?i(£4, C4), the Inclusion Problem is undecidable [7] ; moreover, the same négative resuit holds for languages in i2a£ (£3^3) [1}, [13] . Hère we prove that for languages in Î P3) the Inclusion Problem turns out to be decidable. Proof: Let (fc,Mi,M 2 ) be an instance of In(FIN,£,C) and let T Ï9 T 2 be the trace languages generated by the languages accepted by Mi, M2 respectively. The language T\ UT2 has ambiguity degree at most 2fc; therefore, by th. 4, the generating fonctions
the problem is reduced to verify whether the holonomic fonction
a^^n is identically null.
Since the succession {a n } associated to A(x) satisfies a linear différence équation with polynomial coefficients Ylt=o Qk>( n ) a n-k -0 (see th. 1), in order to show that A(x) -0 it is sufficient to show that for any j, 0 < j < g, it holds a 3 = 0, that is ft{t E T 2 1 \t\ = j} = |t{t G T\ ü T 2 [ |t[ = j}. We note that the solution of the previous problem gives us a partial description of the generating fonction <PL(%) since a fonction satisfying a differential équation is univocally déterminée! only if a suitable set of initial conditions is known. Hence, it is useful to consider the following Problem CoeffGFun(k,S, C) (initial coefficients of generating fonctions for languages in R k (Y>,C))
Instance: an integer r (in unary notation) and a deterministic finite state automaton M accepting a language L Ç £* s.t.
\/we E* §([w] Pc nL) <fe,
Hère we study the complexity of GFun(k,S,C) and CoeffGFun(k,£,C) for fixed k and we show that they can be efficiently solved in parallel. In order to analyze the parallel complexity we refer to the boolean circuit model. Basic définitions associated with this model can be found for instance in [16] ; hère we only recall that NC fc is the class of problems solvable by log-space uniform families of boolean circuits with depth O(log k n) and with a polynomial number of gâtes. With respect to this model, we have the following THEOREM 6: Let E = A U5 be an alphabet and C -(A x E U S x A)\I a commutation relation. Then, for fixed k, GFun(k,U.,C) is in NC 2 .
Proof: W.l.o.g. we consider A = {a, 6} and B -{c, d}. Let T be the trace language generated by a regular language L Ç {a, b^c^d}* with ambiguity degree k and let {77, Ma^Mb, M c , M^, TT), be the linear représentation of the automaton accepting L.
The proof of th. 4 implicitely defines an algorithm to compute a differential équation satisfied by the generating function of T; it can be summarized as follows.
Input: the linear représentation (77,M a ,Mb,M c ,Md,7r)
Step 1 Compute
Step 2 for 1 < m < k do
Step 2 Step 2.2 Compute
Step 2 In
Step 1 we invert a matrix of order n with polynomial coefficients in two variables of degree 1. This is in NC 2 ([16] ). In Step 2.1 we compute O(l) Kronecker products of matrices with coefficients that are rational functions defined by polynomials in 0(1) variables and degree O{n). This is in NC 1 . In Step 2.2 we invert a matrix of order n°^ with polynomial coefficients in 0(1) variables of degree n oi^\ This is in NC 2 too.
Step 2.3 requires to compute 0(1) differential équations associated with the rational function ip m (one équation for each variable). Since i/; m -P/Q for suitable polynomials P, Q, for each variable a the associated differential équation turns out to be datpm -V>m(%£ -^) = 0. This is in NC 1 .
Step 2.4 is reduced to a constant number of Hadamard products of holonomic functions by rational functions described by polynomials in O(l) variables and degree 0(1) (see formula at the bottom of page 6). This is in NC 2 ([5] ).
Step 3 consists of a linear combination of a constant number of holonomic functions. In [22] it is shown that the sum of two holonomic functions described by Systems of équations of order a,/3 is described by a System of équations of order a + /?. Such a System is obtained by an élimination technique reducible to the computation of a determinant, problem that is known to be in NC 2 . An analogous élimination technique can be used for showing that the substitution in step 4 is in NC 2 .
Since we have 0(1) steps we conclude that Gfun(k,E,C) is in NC 2 .
• An important resuit we need is stated in the following THEOREM 7: LetY> = A UJ3 be an alphabet and C = (4xEuSx A)\I a commutation relation. Then, forfixed k, CoeffGFunik^C) is in NC 2 .
Proof: W.l.o.g. we consider A = {a, b} and B = {c, d}. Given a formai series <f>, let {4>} r dénote the polynomial obtained by truncating <f> at degree r, defined as
We first show that it is easy to compute {y^Wj-r for polynomials P,Q with Q(0) = 0. Let TV be the maximum degree of P,Q since l
Since the product of two polynomials is in NC 1 , {j£n}r i s computed by a circuit of depth O (log log r • log Nr) and size Nr°W (this resuit can be improved but for our aims it is sufficient). Now, let us consider an instance of CoeffGFun(k,S, C), that is an integer r and the linear représentation (77, M a ,M&,M Cî M^,7r) of an automaton accepting a regular language L that générâtes a trace language with ambiguity degree k. We take as size of the input the number n+r, where n is the number of states of the automaton, • The previous resuit states that In(k, S, C) is efficiently solved in parallel for fixed k. We turn now to the analysis of In(FIN, S.C) and we show that the existence of a sequential algorithm that works in polynomial time w.r.L the ambiguity degree implies the equality P = NP. To this aim we need to recall the following Problem BPC (Bounded Post Correspondence) Instance: a finite set S = {(xi, y\ ),..., (x n ,y n )}, where x u yi G E*,
Question: Does a séquence ii,..., i p (1 < i 3 < n,p < n) exist s.t.
It is well known that BPC is NP-complete [12] . In the following theorem we show a polynomial réduction from BPC to In(FIN, £3, C3).
THEOREM 9: IfIn(FIN, S 3î C 3 ) is in P then P = NP. Proof: Let us consider an instance of BPC specified by means of two homomorphism ƒ : {l,...,n}* H-> {ari,...,^}*, 5: {l,...,n}* ^{yi,... 9 y n }*, defined as /(i) -x % , g(i) = y^, with a;*, y* E S*. Let N n dénote the alphabet J\f n = {1,..., n} and let be E = S U M n \ given a symbol c^S we indicate by ^4i the product of monoids A\ -E* x {c}*. We consider two (finite) languages W(f),W(g) Ç A 2 : j < n,z -\g(u)\}.
It is immédiate to observe that W(f) H W(g) is isomorphic to the set of solutions for the BPC instance; hence^there exists a solution iff Ai £ W{f) U W(g). Let S be the alphabet S = E U {c} and C be the ON THE INCLUSION PROBLEM FOR FINITELY AMBIGUOUS RATIONAL TRACE LANGUAGES 97 commutation relation C = {c} x EUS x {c}, then Ai is trivially in R\ (£, C). Now, we have to show that there exists a deterministic finite state automaton with O(n d ) states accepting a language L that générâtes W( ƒ ) U W(<?) with ambiguity degree O(n).
We start by considering the language W(f) and we show that it is in Rn(Y,,C) . First of ail we observe that there exists a deterministic f.s. automaton with O(l) states that accepts a language L\ that générâtes the language {( Wt j)\ w € E*,u> £^E*,i > 0} with ambiguity degree 1. Then, the language {(a/3, c 2 )|a E AC, 0 e S*, (|a| <nAi/ \f(a)\) V |a| > n} is generated with ambiguity degree 1 by a language L2 accepted by a deterministic f.s. automaton with O(n) states. At last, the language {(a/3,c l )\a £ A/1,/3 G Z\l < n,i = \f(a)\ = \0\,0 ± /(a)} is generated with ambiguity degree n by a language L3 C B\M n B\B\BzB\ŵ here B x = {lc^1)!,... ,ncW»)l}, S 2 = {/(l), ---, /(n)}, 5 3 -{/(l)^1)!,.
• -, /(n)ci / ( n )'}. L 3 i s the language accepted by a deterministic f.s. automaton with O(n) states that accepts a word tu iff w = w\iw2V\av2 with w\ G J3[, ^2 G i?f, (r + 5<n), |vi| -|IUI| CÎ f(i) / a, |/(i)l = MÎ|Î>2| -\w2\c So there exists a deterministic f.s. automaton with O(n 2 ) states that accepts the language L\ U L2 U L3 that générâtes W( ƒ ) with ambiguity degree n. Similarly, we obtain a deterministic f.s. automaton with O(n 2 ) states that accepts a language H that générâtes W(g) with ambiguity degree n. Hence the language VK(/)UW(#) is generated with ambiguity degree at most 2n by a language accepted by a deterministic f.s. automaton with O(n 4 ) states.
By coding symbols in Ë with a prefix code on {<TI,(T$}, if there exists an algorithm that solves In(FIN, £3, C3) in polynomial time w.r.t. the ambiguity degree, we also have a polynomial time algorithm for BPC.
